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January 23
Dark Matter
by Blake Crouch
Once on the fast-track to
academic stardom, Jason
Dessen finds his quiet family life and career upended
when a stranger kidnaps
him. This fun science fiction thriller is also
a thoughtful page-turner with heart .
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February 27
Swing Time
by Zadie Smith
Spanning over twenty years
and two continents, Smith’s
new novel is a charming
account of one woman’s
coming-of-age. Smith’s unnamed narrator, a mixed-race child lives in
one of London’s many low-end housing
units.
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March 27
A Visit from the Goon Squad
by Jennifer Egan
Working side-by-side
for a record label, former
punk rocker Bennie Salazar
and the passionate Sasha
hide illicit secrets from one
another while interacting with a motley assortment of equally troubled people from1970s San Francisco to the postwar future.
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April 24
My Brilliant Friend
by Elena Ferrante
Beginning in the 1950s Elena
and Lila grow up in Naples,
Italy, mirroring two different
aspects of their nation.
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May 22
Commonwealth
by Ann Patchett
The Cousins and the Keatings are two California families forever intertwined and
permanently shattered by
infidelity. Bert Cousins
leaves his wife for Beverly Keating, leaving
her to raise four children on her own.
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June 26
Underground Railroad
by Colson Whitehead
Chronicles the daring survival story of a cotton plantation slave in Georgia, who,
after suffering at the hands
of both her owners and fellow slaves, races through the Underground
Railroad with a relentless slave-catcher
close behind.
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